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SUMMARY 

This Paper describes Win&tunnd eXprlm&S at SU~WSO~~C Speed9 

on the charactermtxs of the three-dmensional growth of turbulent boundary 
layers on long as&-symmetrically placed wires. 

The results have led to the development of a method of calculating the 
tension and drag distribution along, and the shape of, long towlines as used 

in aircraft target towing systems. 

* Replaces RAE Technical Memorandum Aero 1082 - ARC 3kOl8 
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1 IXTRODUCTION 

The work described in this Paper was undertaken initully in 

support of a programme uwolving the towing of targets at supersonic speeds on 

long towlmes. In particular, reliable target and line drag estimates were 

required to establish the thrust margin of the towlng aircraft. 

However, it rapidly became clear that the characteristxs even of sub- 

sonic towlmes were not properly understood. Stevens’ quotes large dmxepancm3 

between estimated and measured line drags, and the design of towllnes has 

therefore tended m the past to be based on empxxal skin fmctlon coefflments 

obtauwd from practice. The present work therefore has included an examlna- 

tion of the subsonic characterutxs in an attempt to put the design on to a 

more rational basis, although no further subsonic wind-tunnel tests have been 

undertaken. In the absence of suitable supersonic data however, some tunnel 

tests were carried out to determine the skin friction at supersonx speeds, 

and, by flow measurements, to obtain an uxught into the mechanics of the 

development of a highly three-dimensional bo&ary layer. 

The latter, backed up by the results of other work8, has led to the 

abandonment of the concept of a continuous, single boundary layer development 

along the line, with the large thickness an3 low drag that thu could imply. 

The result has produced an estunation method for skin friction in fair agree- 

ment with experunent, and not conf'lned to supersonx speed, nor to air, and 

this, together with available lnformatlon on the force component derived from 

the CROSS flow velocity, is used to give expressions defining the wire tension 

and shape in a tractable form. Comparxons with limlted subsonic flight data 

are made whzch @ve confidence in the application of the method to the pre- 

diction of the flight characteristics of supersonic towing systems. 

2 SKIN FRICTION OF LONG WIXES 

2.1 Existing theoretical methods 

Because of difficultxs with regard to the three-dimensional growth, 

the majority of theoretxal work on the skin friction of long wires has been 

confmed to lamlnar flow calculations. One such treatment of the problem is 

that developed by Glauert and Lighthllg. Stevens2 usug this method 

computed that, compared with results obtained from flight trials, this theory 

gave numerical values too low by a factor of forty. In the oalculatlons, the 

boundary layer had been assumed to grow contuuously along the whole length 
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of the wire and the affect of cross flow on the boundary layer had been 

ignore3 . This assumption will be shown later to be a mayor contributory 
cause of the large discrepancy between theory and flight experiments; fwther- 
mope the flight results will be shown to conform more olosely to theory 
based on a turbulent boundary layer. 

With regard to three-dimensional growth of turbulent boundary layers 
Eckert6 has developed a simplified treatment for a cylinder in axial flow. 
The calculation IS carried out by means of a momentum theorem with assump- 
tlons that the velocity profile (l/7 power law) and an empirical relation 
specifying the wall shear stress as inversely proportional to the fourth 
root of the boundary layer thickness (Blasius law) ale unaffeoted by the 
three-dimensionality. 

me assumptions imply, and the calculations given in Eckert's note 
refer, to oondltions where the thxkness of the boundary layer, 6, is 
small compared with the radius of the cylinder. In the experiments described 
m sectmn 2.2 the boundary layer thickness varied between one and thirty 
tunes the wze rad~~us. Although the experimental conditions therefore extend 
far beyond the range of Eckert's assumptions it ~~11 be shown that the results 
appear to be consistent with his calculations, and that for the range of 
parameters likely to be attained in practice a form of his equation can be 
used to provide an adequate approximation for skin friction coefficients. 

2.2 Supersonic wmnd-tunnel measurements 

The experiments were made in the No.8 (9 in x 9 in) supersonic wind 
tunnel at R.A.E. Farnborough, at a Mach number of 2.47. 

Five drameters of wire ranging from 0.022 in to 0.250 in were tested 
so that the effect of the ratlo of boundary layer thickness to wire diameter 
could be studied. The wires were tensioned byturnbuckles between two 
anchor points, one in the settling chamber upstream of the sonic throat ati 
one well downstream of the working section area. The mres were aligned 
with the stream direction. 

Pitottraverses were made through the bourdary layer, using a $ mm o/d 
hypodermx tube, and were made 111 the vertxal plane above and below the wire 
at five longitudinal locations throughout the working section. NETI-OW 

circular bands of plastic sleenng were put on the wire 8 in upstream of the 
first traverse location to initiate artificial bouCla??y layer transition to 
theturbulent state if natural transition had not already occurred. 
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The position of the probe relative to the wire was determined to EUX 

aoouracy of 0.002 in by using a microscope vlewlng the probe through the 

glass walls of the tunnel. The total head in the boundary layer was measured 

on a self-balancmg capsule manometer to an accuracy of ?O.Ol in Hg. The free 

stream Mach number and statlo pressure were obtained by relating the free 
stream total head in the working sectIon to that in the settling chamber. 

It should be noted that the outsxle diameter of the boundary layer probe 
is approxunately equal to that of the smallest alameter wue tested so that 
for the cases of the smaller wues the total head recorded is the mean pressure 
over a relatively large area. 

At several locations appreciable differences occurred between the 
boundary layer profiles above and below the wire. These were believed to be a 
consequence of slight variations in flow duection along the axis of the tunnel 
nozzle causing the boundary layer to move off-centre relative to the wire. 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Measurement of momentum and velocity profiles 

The velocxty profiles, and momentum and displacement areas were determIned 

for each of the wz.res at statIons 3 m apart throughout the working section. 
Although, as explained, differences occur between the upper ard lower readings 
at several stations, the average of the two results show fairly consistent 
trends with both the wue diameter and probe posltion as can be seen from 
Table 1. Nevertheless, indivxlual results are not accurate enough to estimate 
local skin frlctlon coeffic33nts. Analysis has therefore been based on the 
mean skin frxtion between a virtual orlgln and the appropriate point. 

It can be observed that the mean skin frxtlon coeff'iclent and the 
exponent, n, of the velocity profile given by v/V = (~/6)"~, are strongly 
uxfluenoed by the ratio of the length to diameter of the wire. Flg.1 shows 
how the exponent n rises with 8/d from the two-dimensional flat plate value 
of roughly 6. Values of n are recorded which are much higher than those 
obtained by Nikuradse3 for velocity distributions within smooth pipes. Whereas 
Nikwadse for internal flow shows the exponent to depend only on a Reynolds 
number based on tube diameter, we see from Table 1 that thx 1s no longer so 
for the external flow, since at constant Re we have values of n ranging 
from 7 to A8 depending on 8/d. 
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To obtain -8/d and to calculate the mean skin friction coefficxnt, 

cF' from the momentum area, it was first necesswy to determine the virtual 
origin of the boundary layer. Because of the variation of n, it was not 

possible to determine this directly. However we assume that, due to the 

three-dimensional growth, the boundary layer thickness will be no greater 
than that developed on a flat plate in the same length. From the boundary 
layer thickness at the first traverse position ati the flat plate equation 

6 = 0.37 8 
7 

we can therefore determine the minimum distance of the virtual 

e 
origin from the traverse positIon. 

The total momentum decrement at any statzon may be equated to the total 
drag developed between the virtual origin and that pomt, thus by extra- 
polatlng back the momentum area results we can again deduce a vutual origm. 

Since the local skin fix&ion, and hence the slope of the actual momentum 
area curve, reduces vnth increasing length, a linear extrapolation of the 

results will give a maximum distance for the virtual origin from the first 

traverse position. The distance between the maximum and minimum positions 
should reduce as the value of n+ 7. The mean of these positions gives 

locations for the virtual origu estimated to be within 3 in of the true 
position. Owing to scatter, extrapolation of the momentum results for the 
0.25 in diameter wire is difficult. Since for these results n is close to 

7, values of 8 equal to dmin + 2 in have been used. 

Using the above method of estimating the position of the virtual origin 
for each of the wires, the mean skin friction coefficients, Table I, have 
been calculated. The coefficients, based on wetted area, are shown in Fig.2 
plotted agtinst Reynolds number. Also shown is a curve representing the 
value calculated using Schlxhtmg's 4 flat plate equation modified by a 
compressibility factor given by Hoerner5. It can be seen that the results 
for the 0.25 in diameter wire 1~ close to thu line as might be expected 
since the values of n for these results are only slightly greater than that 
for the flat plate, but that there is increasing discrepancy as the thickness 
increases. 

Using a simplified treatment of the turbulent boundary layer along a 
cylinder, Eckert6 has deduced an expression for the mean skin frxtlcn 
coeffxwnt, for cases where the boundary layer thickness is less than the 
radius of the wire. 
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This expression can be re-arranged in the forn:- 

'F = 'FP[1 + '($)I 

where C 
FP 

is the sku~ friction coefficient for an infinite flat plate. 

Since Eokert has assumed that the velocity proflle (l/7 power law) is 

unafY%oted by the curvature we may substitute 0.37 t' 7 for 6 giving 

Re 

CF = CFp(l +-yf) 

e 

(2) 

where .& and Re are based on the length from the virtual origin, and A' 

1s a factor which reduces from 0.025 as 
+ iYea 

increases from zero. 

For all dumeter wires except the largest the experimental results have 

shown that the value of n greatly exceeds the assumed value of 7. Again, 

the boundary layer may no longer depend on R l/5 
e and m any case Its thxkness 

exceeds the radius of the wxe. The use of the Eokert's value of A' may 

therefore not be justified; on the other hand Fig.2 shows that CF does depend 

appreciably on wire diameter and slightly on Re, as equation (2) quallta- 

tlvely predicts, and It would seem possible that by choosing some sultable 

value of A' the results may be shown to conform to this equation. The mean 

value of A' for the range of 
ze"5 +- 

covered durmg the present experiments 

is taken to be 0.017. 

Fig.3 shows the CF results of F1g.2 divuied by (l+y$) to 

gave CF. 
e 

The results oollapse swpr~s~ngly well considering the possible 

errors and lie reasonably close to the Schlxhtlng flat plate curve with the 

compressibility mcdxflcation. 

From this endenoe It would appear that equation (2) provides a 

convernent and reasonably accurate way of estimating skin friction in a 

turbulent three-dimensional boundary layer despxte the fact that integration 

of the momentum loss throughout the boundary layer is not always a satisfactory 

method of deducing skin friction coefficients from experimental data. 

In Ref.-/, Hughes describes tests at the N.P.L. on long cylinders sub- 

merged in water. During these tests the drag of the cylinders at different 



velocities was measured duectly by a very sensitive balance system. The 
ratlo of length to diameter for these tests were 340, 673 and 1004 and am 
therefore wIthIn the range covered by the present series of tests of 106 
to 1250. Since the drag was measured directly the results should be more 
reliable than those obtaned by boundary layer measurements (section 2.2). 

The results are shown in Flg.4. Using equation (2) with A' agam equal to 

0.017 we see (Fig.5) that expression in terms of the parameter cF 
effectively collapses these results also to the Schlichting twoilimensional 
curve. Fig.5 indxates that if necessary an evenbetter collapse could be 
obtained usng a larger value of A' for the &/a = 340 results and a 
smaller value for the d/d = 1004 results. This is in accord with the 
reduotlon of A' nth the increase of -ed 

t R' 5 
for the Eckert equation. 

e 
These results have been obtained by direct varxdion of the velocity 

ad cover a far vnder range of Reynolds number than the wud-tunnel results 
described in this Paper. 

We see therefore that the skin friction deduced from experiments at low 
velocity m water and at supersonic speeds in an, can be represented by the 
same expression, vie. 

0.455 (loqo Re) 
-2.58 

CF = 
(1 + 0.15 M2)Oa5 

8 (l+=p) . (3) 

e 

2.3.2 Effect of length 

If we exarmne the values of CF computed from equation (3) for various 
lengths of the same diameter wire we find for a typical example (Fig.6), that 
for short lengths the skin friction falls acocrdlng to the Schlichting 
equation. Gradually as the length ~ncreczses the three-dimensional part of 
equation (3) takes effect and the skin frlotlon coefficient levels off and 

then beglns to rise. For a length 4000 times its dxmeter the mean skin 
friction coefficient LS the same as if it were IO times its diameter. At 
its lowest value between these lengths the value of CF has fallen by 3@. 

We see therefore that pronded that the length ever whxh the boundary 
layer grows 1s unlxkely to exceed 4000 times the wire diameter in this case, 
se can, for a rough approximation of friction drag assume a fxed value of 

cF which in this particular example 1s unlikely to have a local error at 

any position of more than 1s. Although this error is not negligible it 
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should be remembered that by assuming the theory of Glauert and Lighthill 

numerical values too low by a factor of 40 were 0bta;Lne-d. It will be shown later 
that, because of the curvature of the wire, parts of the wire where the 
assumed. drag is too small ~111 be offset by other regions in which the 
assumed drag is too great. This suggests that along a given towline it might 
be Justifiable to regard CF as effectively constant, an assumption whxh 
greatly simplifies the estimation of the curvature of the wire and of the 
cross flow drag as described later. This is ccnsldered further in section 2.4. 

The theory of Glauert and Lighthill can be used to determine CF for 
various lengths of a laminar boundary layer in a similar form to Fig.6. 
Calculations for the Same typical conditions of Fig.6 are shown in F1g.7. We 
see that the curve aga;Ln represents a flat plate skin frictlcn coefflclent 
plus a three-dlmenslonal effect. The slope of the curve IS much steeper than 

that for the turbulent boundary layer and an assumption of a constant CF 
would be far less Justifiable. 

2.3.3 Effect of incidence 

Up to the present we have consx?lered. only the boundary layer growth cn 
a wire trailing in the stream direction. 

Thompson and Mcrriscn8, investigating the asymmetrx shedding of vortuxs 

from slender bodies at large angles of yaw, have obtained Schlieren pictures 
of the periodic shedding of the boundary layer. Slmi.1s.r results have been 

obtaIned during the present series of tests when a $ in diameter rod was 
placed at incidence. Typical spark and continuous source Schlieren pictures 
at M = 1.5 are shown in Flg.8. 

The pericdx shedding observed in these pictures is confumed by the 011 
flow pattern, Fig.9, formed on the downstream surface of the rod. The vortices 
grow symmetrically from the ncse untd due to scme duturbance one shds. 
Thereafter vortices grow and are shed alternately from either side. 

8 The report explains how the shedding on a cylinder at incidence can be 
Telated to the frequency with whxh the vortices forming a K&m& vortex 
street would be shed from the cylinder If it were placed normal to the stream. 
The relationship is given by 

fd S = IT, sin a 
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where 3 = scrouhal number 
f' = frequency of shedding (from one side only) 
d = cylmder diameter 

Vm = free stream velocity 
CL = incidence of the cylinder. 

Now $ is the time interval between the instants at which successive 

vortices are shed from the same side, and is also the time taken for the flow 

component with velocity V. cos a to travel a distance z. In this instance 
z represents the length over which the boundary layer grows before it sheds. 

Thus 

and 

1 c 
i: = v, co3 a 

z cot a 
z 

=-, 
3 (4) 

The effect on skin friction coefficient, of wire incidence is therefore 
that the development of the boundary layer should no longer be considered as 
contmuous, but that the coefficient should be determined for the shedding 
length z. Since, as shown in Figs.6 and 7, CF falls as z increases we 
see that the greater the incidence, the shorter the shedding length and the 

higher the skin frxtion coefficient. 

As the shedding length reduces it is concervable that the boundary layer 

might remain lamuar for a substantial part of its length. To examine the 
likelihoodof this occurring in practxe we can compare the calculated skin 

frzctun coefficlents for a laninar and a turbulent bourxlary layer with those 
deduced from flight trials. 

Taking values of towline incidence as quoted. by Stevens' and assuming 

values of s = 0.20 for a lsminar boundary layer and s = 0.30 for a turbulent 
one we are able to estimate the appropriate shedding lengths and hence skin 
friction coefficients. The results are as follows:- 

VW (ias) 175 kt 300 kt 

Measured CF (flight trials) 0.0059 0.0050 from Ref.2 

Estimated CF (turbulent boundary layer) 0.0050 0.0045 from equation (3) 

Estimated CF (laminar boundary layer) 0.0016 0.0011 from Ref.1 

In the following sectuns we therefore assume that the boundary layer is 
turbulent and that equation (3), with shedding length z replacing the total 
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wire length, provides a satisfactory approximation of the skin frictun 
coefficient. 

2.4 Suggested estimation method 

Equation (3) gives an expression for the skin friction coefficient for a 
long wire, including compressibdity ad three-dimensional effects, in terms 
of R,(d), d/d and. M, where from 2.3.3 we interpret 4 as the length of 
wire for which the boundary layer remains locally attached. Thu length is 
variable along the wire depending as has been shown, on the local incxlence, 
and hence both R,(d) and 6/d are functions of incdence. Equation (3) may 
therefore be mere conveniently expressed in terms of wire diameter, incidence 
and flight Mach number. 

Thus, from equation (4), 

a 
= Md* cot a & 

0 

where d* (E d.f$ is the equivalent wire diameter at ground level. 

The effect of altitude is to reduce the effective diameter (Fig.12) in the 
determination of Re. It should be noted that the actual diameter, d, is 
retained in the definition of the force ooefficlents. 

Assuming a Strouhal number of 0.3 appropriate to a turbulent boundary 
layer, 

Re = !dd.* cot a x 2.38 x IO7 (a* in ft) 

and 

-2.58 

% = CF(M, a*, cot a) = 
0.455 (log Re) cot a 

(1 + 0.15 M2)o.58 

, +0.017 
0.3 *p-- > - 

e 

. . . . (5) 

Skeleton plots of CF for a subsonic v3 a supersonic flight speed ever 
representative wxe dzameters ad xncidences are shown in Fig.13. From these 
it can be seen that although the incidence may vary considerably along a wire 
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in particular conditions, the local skin friction varies more slowly, and for 
the purpose of estimating wire shape and tension a mean value might well 
suffice. In the computations made in section 5.2 a mean inczience of 5’ has 
been used for the purpose of estunatlng the skin friction coefficient from 
equation (5) as an average of the asymptotic incidences of the flight data 
consuiered therein. A refinement 1s suggested in section 6. 

3 CROSS FLOW FORCE 

It is well known that the force normal to a long, lnolined body at 
supersonic speeds is not linear with the incidence angle. Rather it 
consists of two portions, viz. that given by a potential flow, giving a 
force linear with incxience, and dependent only on the way in which the cross 
section area varies along the length, and additionally a viscous force due 
to flow separation on the lee of the body. At any particular Mach number 
thu latter force contribution is proportionalto the cross flow kuematic 

P pressure so that it can be represented by CD. 2 sin2 a. S where V is 

the free stream velocity and S is the maximum body area normal to the 

moss flow. This has been found to predxt remarkably well the normal force 
on bodxs of moderate fineness ratio at supersonic speeds 9 , and, since the 

cross flow Mach number, MC' as opposed to the free stream Mach number, is 
usually well subsonic, a commonly used value of C D for supersonic flight 
is 1.2, factored where necessary for the effect of the finite fineness 
ratio9 (Flg.10). For the present purpose the wire constitutes effectively 
an infinitely long body for which the potential flow term is negligible. We 
would expect the cross flow force to be 08 2 sin a, where D = q CD cl and 
with CD approximately constant at about 1.2. Fig.11 is reproduced from 
Ref.9 and shows that the drag of circular cylinders normal to a low speed 
airstream for a Reynolds number based on diameter between IO4 ard 105 is 
appropriate to a C 3 

D of about 1.2, and between IO and IO4 is generally 
nearer unity. Below IO3 cD inoreases again. The good agreement obtained at 
supersonic speed wxth a CD of 1.2 has been with inclined cylinders for 

which the typical cross flow Reynolds numbers have been between 704 and 105. 
For a small gauge wire towline the cross flow Re would be about two orders 
smaller so that CD might be expected therefore to be somewhat below 1.2. 

The compar~ons with subsonic flight data made in thu Paper in section 5.2 
do not show oonclusively whether the preferred value should be 1.2 or nearer 
1.0. Further f'l.ight measurements are neeaea. 



4 TOWJJIE SHAPE AND TENSION 

4.1 Equations 

The equations derived in this section are those applicable to the forces 

on a wue being towed by an aircraft in straight and level flight, and as such 
are confined to the vertical plane. 

The foroes on an element are shown in Fig.14, resolved along and normal 
to the wire. 

(1) Incremental tension, taking account of the ourvature of the 
element, is 

(2) AeroQmamic force 

Frwtlon force along 

ross flow force norm 

- F cos* a. 68 

sgna.D I sin' a.68 

where F and D are regarded as constant throughout the mre length 
(sections 2.4 and 3), and 

sgn a = a f Ial . 

where w = weight of wire per unit length. 

Combining these ad equating for equilibrium we have:- 

Force along wire : g = w sm a + F oos* a (6) 

Force normal to wire : F = w COST - sgna D sin*a . (7) 



If we dlvxk (6) by (7) we eliminate the length parameter, so that 

1 dT 
2 wsina+Fcos a 

T 'Ei = w cos u - sgn a.D 2 sin a 

a 

log $- = 
I 

2 w sina + F cos a 

o a w cos a - sgn a.D sin2 a 
da 

0 

where suffix o denotes conditions at the target. 

tan a0 = weigh;r-glift of target. 
> 

Hence, from (6) ad (8), 
0.a 

4 = 
I 

&T(a) 
2 l 

ad& 
w sin a + F cos a 

0 

03 

(9) 

4.2 Method of solution 

It will be seen from equations (8) and (9) that the variables have been 
separated, ad that the solutions for 8 =&e(U) and T = T(a) oanbe 
obtained in principle by direct integration. For convenience we write the 

C 1 
a 

r.h.s. of equation (8) as $I,+; I2 + I3 a 
0 

where I, = 
I 

da 

cosa - sgna;. 2 sin a 

i 

2 
I, = - 

sin a aa 
oosa - sgnaD 2 w . sin a 

I3 = 
J 

sin cc 
00s a - D 2 - sgnaw. sin a 

Integrating, and omitting the integration constant, 



sin a, 

( I 

(1 + sgn a 00s a,) tan : + sin a, 
I, = 

(1 + oos2 a,) 
1% 

(1 + sgm a 00s a,) tans - sin a, 

- sgn a2 00s a, tan-' 
I( 

1 - sgn a 00s a, 

sin a, > 
tan; 

. . . . 

I 
(10) 

D 00s a, 
where a, is the incdence such that is = 2 . TIM corresponds to the 

sm a, 
aa 

asymptotic incidence of the wre, at the towing aircraft, for which z is 

zero (equation (7)). 

It may be shown that 

12 G - sin' a, [I, - al 

00s a - 00s a, 

- 00s a + se0 a, (11) 

Since at high speeds F is large m comparison with W it follows that 

the contributions from 12 and I 
2 3 

are of the order of s,n2 a, I,, and hence, 

,?lll0e sin a, is small at high speeds, it 1s proposed to neglect all except 

II ' 

1.e. 
i 

2 
0 sm a + F 00s a 

w cos a - sgn a D sin2 a 
aa e ;I, . (72) 

However, the expression for I 1n equation (IO) does not lend itself 

to the inversion necessary to give a as a(8). It is possible to make it more 

tractable, however, by a slight approximatzon before mtegration, VIZ. by 

approtimating for w cos a in denominator by w (1 - sit ">. With this 

modification, but with the adoption of the correct rather than the 

approximate asymptotic incidence, It transpires that 

tan a, 
I,$ 2 

tan a + tan a, 
1% tan a - tan a, 

for a +ve 

-; - sin a, tan -1 tan a 

c J sin a 
for a -ve . 

(13) 

(14 



For the incidence to be negative requires that there shall be lift 

on the target in excess of its weight, a ease which is not considered further 

in the present Paper. The suitabdlty of the approximation (equation 
(14)) for negative incidence has therefore not been examined. Equation (13) 

for positive incidence does include the case of the very light, or partially 
lifting, target for which a0 d a < a,. In this condition the towline 
curvature is reversed. 

The justification for the approximation of equation (13) is contained 

In Fig.l5. Equations (IO) and (13) were found to give values which are 
indistinguishable on direct presentation. In Flg.15 the percentage error is 

shown for a range of maximum and asymptotic incidences up to 45' and 20' 

respectively to include very heavy targets an3 tow wires at supersonic 
speeds. The error is seen to be less than @. 

Substitutz for equation (13) m equation (8) we have 

sin ace tana + tanam tan a0 - tan a 
* tana-tana~'tanao+tanam 

01”) rearranging, 

tan a 
tanam = 

2r + (1 + I-) E 
2 + (I + r) s 

(15) 

(16) 

where 
tan a0 

r= tanam 
Z.Ji sm a 

and E TF m = 
0 T -1 . (17) 

The neglect of I2 and. I3 in comparison with I1 is tantamount to regarding 

the numerator of the lntegrand of equation (8) as constant (= F); the error 
thereby introduced. [= sm a (F sin a-o)] is of a small order and the 

separate terms to some extent compensatory. This approximation enables 

equation (6) to be integrated directly to give 

T = TotFd . (18) 

Equations (16) ad (18) provide simple and convenient expressions from 
whxh to obtain the approximate dutribution of incidence and tension along a 
towlIne in a closed form. 
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The component drag terms may then be evaluated as 
e 

wire cross flow drag = D 
i 

sin3 a d8 

0 
e 

wire friction drag = F 
I 

*OS3 a ae 
0 

and the target depression from the flight path of the towing aircraft a3 

4.3 Further approldmations 

When 4 is small enough, i.e. suffxiently near the target, it 13 

permissible to expand E (equation (17)) as 
ZD . Slrl a, 

E E -1 

SC that 

tana + 
tan Uc + 8 Ctan a, 

1 +ec 

where C 13 constant = (tan ac + tan a,) $- cc3 a,. 
0 

(19) 

(20) 

(22) 

(23) 

It will be observed that the friction force, F, does not enter u?co any of 
the constant terms on the r.h.3. of equation (23) which indicate3 that the 
terminal shape of the wwe at the target is defined by Its weight and crcs3 
flew drag per unit length together wxth the target forces. 

The apprcxxnation of equation (22) cannot be justified for other than 
small values of 8. Nevertheless equation (23) tends to the correct lunit 

as e -f m, suggesting that it may be useful even when It cannot be strictly 

valIdat&. 
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-e 
The target depression, h = 

i 
sin a de and the determination of 

0 
sin a from tan a defined by equation (23) is somewhat troublesome for the 

subsequent integration. If we consider equation (15) it appears that the 
r.h.s. would have the same characteristics and behaviour at the limits as 
a-ta 0 OI‘ am if the tangents were replaced by SUES throughout. It is 
suggested therefore that for the purposes of determining the target depres- 
sion and the termxxal length of wire that the sine 
might be a reasonable approximation vie. 

equivalent of equation (23) 

sin a 
sin a G 0 

+ R8 sin a, 

1 + R.t? 

where R = (sin a0 + sin a,) $-. 
0 

This may be utegratd directly with respect to 4' to give 

(24) 

s1n a 
h f 4 sinam+ sinao 

- s1n a, T 

o + sin a, . g log, 
L- 

1 + (sina + sinam)+& 
0 1 

. . . . (25) 

= Pe. + Q log, (1 + RJ) 

where P, Q and R are constant along the wire. 

5 APPLICABILITY OF METHOD 

The valdity of expressions der~vd in the preceding section has been 
examxxd UI two respects, fustly for their acoeptabllity as solutions to the 
differential equations (6) and (7), and secondly their practicability when 
compared wzth flight data. In the latter some difficulty has been experienced 
due to the paucity of data at supersonic or high subsonlc speeds, and also by 
the omission or non-availabdity of certain key data in the references 
consulted. 

5.1 Validity of approximations 

The Justification for the pre-integration simplifxation of equation (8), 

leading to the approximate relationships of equations (16) and (18) between 
local inodence, tension and length, was discussed in seotion 4.2. As 

mentioned therein, the target and vvlre weights need to be rather extreme for 
, 



the error to exceed even 0.1% (Fig.l5), and this f~;,we is Itself very much 

smaller than the admItted uncertainties, m the skin friction estimation for 

example. The effect is illustrated in Fig.16 which shows abarelydiscernible 

departure ever the first 1000 ft between the exact (step-by-step) solution 
and that given by equation (16) f or the specific case of a supersonic (M = 1.6) 

towline. 

On this same figure is shown the result of simplifying further by the 
assumption of a short towline (section 4.3). The apprcximatlon lab+lled 
equation (23) begus to deviate noticeably from the exact result for a lux 
length greater than about 159 ft. But, nevertheless, the incidence 1s every- 
where withu a degree, which may be adequate for many estunates. 

However, the quantity of main uxterest from the point of view of 
adequacy of estimatun methods 1s not the incidence so much as the depression 
of the target below the aircraft. The ccmparucns between the step-by-step 

ocmputatxons and the approximations of equatlcns (16), (21) and (25) are 
shown for the same superscnx tow case m Fig.lTa. From these it is seen that 

the difference between the lteratlve solution of the differential equatuns 
(equations (6) and (7)) and the numerxal integration with length of sm a, 
where a 1s given by equation (16), is barely dxcernible. For a towline 
length of 1000 ft the difference is about 6 in. in 126 ft; at 5000 ft it is 

2 ft 4 in. in 320 ft. It is noticeable that the short line approximation to 
the target depresswn given m closed form by equation (25) 1s in quite good 
agreement, the errcr amounting to about 6 ft for a line length of 1000 ft. 

Step-by-step solution data were unfortunately not cbtaned for the flights 
reported in Refs.lO,~l,lZ, SO that ccmparucns xn these cases are made only 
between the results from equatun (Zl), using the uxzdence varxatlon computed 

from equation (16), andthose given through the suggested relationship of 
equation (24). This comparison 1s shown in Figs.17b and 17~ for computations 
related to data from Refs.10 to 12, and suggest that even at low subsonic 
speeds the simpler expression, equation (25), may adequately define the 
terminal shape of the vare for, say, about 200 ft, except possibly at the 
lowest speed for whwh the wu-e incidence at the target is very high (about 
65'). 

In SectIon 4.3, alang from the short line assumptions, It was panted 
out that the slun frxtion force, F, ought to have little inf'luence on the 
terminal shape of the wire. The computations associated wz.th Fig.17 uxcluded a . 
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I@% reduction in skin friction to examine its effect on target depression. 

The results show@3 a difference of only 1 ft (in 1360 ft) for a towline 
length of 20000 ft, thus tending to confirm this predicted insensitivity, 
which may persist beyond the terminal region. 

5.2 Comparison with flight data 

5.2.1 Skin frxtion and wire tension 

Following from the pre-integration simplification m section 4.2, the 
force gradient along the wire was shown to be effectively constant so that the 
tension should be a linear function of the length (equatlon (18)). 

Figs.18a and 18b are reproduced from Refs.10 and 12, ad these show this 
linear dependence over a mde range of flight speeds and towline lengths. The 

slope at each speed should equate to the skin friction force, F, in 
section 4. The mean values from the flight data of Refs.10 and 11 at 200 kt 
and 320 kt ias prove to be 10.2 lb/l000 ft and 23.6 lb/l000 ft respectively, 
compzred with the frxtion drags, estunated from equation (5), of 11.1 and 
25.5 lb/1000 ft respectively. The data from Ref.12 are rather less self 
consistent but generally confirm the tendency for the estimate to be approxi- 
mately I@ high. Thxs could be adJusted by choosing an effective inoidence 
of less than the 5' arbitrarily adopted in the evaluation of equation (5), 
(see section 6), and further experimental data are needed to clarify this 
point. 

5.2.2 Wire shape 

Determinations of the target depression in flight have been made 10,11,12 

using a chase aircraft with Its altxneter synchronised with that of the towing 
aircraft. No details are known of the protimlty of the chase aircraft to 
the target, so the possibility of aerodynamic interference has not been 
assessed. No comments were offered in Ref.12 on the scatter ard discrepancy 
between results from, as far as is known, identical tests made 2 months apart 
in 1959 (Figs.20a to 20d). 

Data from Boscombe Down trials 'Oa" are given in Figs.19a and 19b, ard 
are compared with the estimated target depression offered in this Paper. 

In both figures, representlng the extremes of the speed range of the trials, 
the agreement is much improved by the adoption of a cross flow force 
Coefficient of 1.0 rather than 1.2. With this modification and except at the 

maz&num line length of 20000 ft the present method predicts satisfactorfiy the 

f 
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vertical separation both at the higher speed (M G G.6) and also at the 

lower speed where the slmplifwations might be thought less defensible. 

The U.S.A. data from the Air Pronng Ground Centre report 
12 are shown in 

FTgs.20a to ZOd, and, agaln except at the maximum line length, the flight test 

data straddle the estimate. However, in this case the cross flow coefficient 

of 1.2 does provide the better agreement with flight data. 

The fact that in both the AAEEandAPGC data the target depression with 

the 20000 ft line falls noticeably below the estimate 1s curious, particularly 

since the corresponding rates of Ohange of depressIon between the 15000 ft and 

20000 ft towline lengths zmplies a local wire incidence less than the 

asymptotic minimum value, a, (section 4.2). The explanation may lie in the 

fact that with extremely long towlines and the correspondingly large vertical 

separations between anxraft and target, the greater air density at the target 

altitude and over much of the wire may need to be taken Into account. Examina- 

tion of the flight data on Figs.19 and 20 shows that this reduction m the 

depression gradlent is indeed progressive with length as this explanation 

would requre. 

It is notxeable from Figs.19 and 20 that apart from towlzxe lengths 

less than about 1000-2000 ft, the estimated variation of target depression 

with length 1s) for all praotital purposes, linear, and is given by the 

asymptotic incidence (+ (w/D)'). Th is suggests that It may be possible to 

devise s~ple worting rules for estimating the depression for other than short 

towlines If the utercept of this straight line at 8 f 0 can be expressed m 

terms of the target weight and drag, i.e. in terms of the terminal incidence 

of the wire. The reader is advised against utilising Fig.20 directly for this 

purpose inasmuch as the basic data m Ref.12 apply to a target on which a 

lift force is present, 1.e. the effective weight varies with flight speed. For 

the comparisons 111 this Paper the data have been further ~-OC~SSC+~ to 

extract this force, and hence to derive the ternnnal unidence. 

6 GElNEPAL COMMENTS 

It has been mentioned in passing that the computations and the further 

approximations suggest that the skin friction has little influence on the wu-e 

shape. Further, the analytxal and experimental results agree in showing that 

the Cross flow drag has negligible effect on the wire tension, which varies 

linearly with towline length by the amount of the accumulated skin friction 

drag. Fig.21 shows the dxstribution of the computed drag along the lone for 
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the supersonic tow case as dz~~ssed in section 5.1, viz. M = 1.6 at 

40000 ft with steel wire 0.050 in diameter, target weight 100 lb. This 
distribution for the non-lifting target, is typical for high spee3.s and shows 

the maJCrity of the cross flow drag on a practicable towline length* to be 
developed within the terminal 1000 ft. 

From equations (19) and (20) it follows that the rate of increase of the 
friction drag vnth length exceeds that of the cross flow drag when tan CL 

falls below (F/D)"3. For the data exannned in thu Paper this occur's 
in a narrow bard between 12;' and I@', i.e. fairly close to the target. It 
has already been remarked that the high curvature is also localised to the 
ternnnal length near the target, the uxidence rapidly approaching the 
asymptotic value. Tins means that on long lines the maJority of the skin 
friction drag is developed at an uxulence near to this asymptotxc value and 
suggests that thu, rather than the arbitrary mean of 5' used in section 2.4, 
should be used as a basis for evaluating CF from equation (5). This may be 
readily calculated m advance from a luxwledge of the wire weight, W, and 
the cross flow drag, D per unit length (section 4.2). 

Throughout this Paper it has been assumed that the wire weight will 

be light so that the ma-dmum wire incidence will occur at the target. Thu may 
not always be so, particularly when lifting targets sxe used., and Fig.21 shows 
the effect on the target depression and drag of the generation of lift on the 
target. The cross flow drag is negligible, giving a small overall reduction 
in the line drag. But this would be offset in practice by the drag-due-to- 
lift on the target whxh has not been taken Into account in this example. 

It is perhaps surprising that there are so few published flight data on 
the characteristxs of high speed towed systems. There would appear to be a 
good case for an instrumented "target", equipped to telemeter Its vertical 
displacement relative to the towing aircraft and also the tensun in the tow- 
line at the target. This Information, together with the tension in the lmre 
at the point of attachment to the aircraft, would provide all the data necessary 
for a detailed examination of the applxability of the estimation methcds 
suggested herein, and would enable the data from lifting as well as non-lifting 
targets to be readily utilised. 

. 
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7 CONCLUSIONS 

f 

‘ 

7.1 The boundary layer development on a long wire vrlth any incidence is not 

continuous. Periodic shedding and redevelopment occurs, the decrease 1n 
attachment length producing a much larger sku friction force than would be 
predicted on the assumption of a single continuous boundary layer. 

7.2 A modified form of the Schlichtlng formula for turbulent skin frlctlon on 
a flat plate allowxng for compresslbillty and three-dimenslonallty, and wylth 
Reynolds number based on the length over whxh the boundary layer remains 
attaohed has been found to give good agreement with experimental results in 
air and in water. This is given in equation (5). 

7.3 The skin friction thus obtained 1s comparatively uuensitive to 

the local mcldence, and, on the premise that it may be regarded as a constant 
throughout the length of any particular towlue, approximate closed expressions 

have been derived (equations (16) aral (18))f or the tension and incidence along 

the wire. Limited comparuons with flight data suggest that these relations 
provule a reasonable basis for the estlmatron of the steady flight charac- 
teristics at both high and low speeds. 

7.4 Further simplifications (equations (23) and (24)) are suggested for 
application over the termual length of line adjacent to the target whxh give 
the approximate depresswn directly m a closed form. No flight data for 
comparison have been available. These and computations suggest that, 
partxularly at high speeds, the terminal shape may be regarded as insensltlve 
to the skin friction, and the wux tension as independent of the cross flow 
force. 
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* tests using a thinner boundary layer trip 

f average of results on upper and lower surface 
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SYMBOLS 

factor used in collapsing three-dimensional friction 

measurements to two-dimensional theory 
speed of sound 
skin friction coefficuznt = friction drag per unit 
length+xqd 
theoretical skin friction coeffxient for & flat plate 

dFfl +22=&g] 

e 
wire dxameter !J d .a- “*g 
cross flow force per utut length of wire 
friction force per unit length of wue 
frequency of boundary shedding from one side 
depression of target below towing aircraft 
distance along wire from target 
Mach number in free stream 

exponent of the boundary layer velocity profile given by 

+f = g 1/n 
0 

kinematic pressure = 3 p V2 
tan a tan a d 00 
maximum body area normal to the cross flow 
Strouhal number 
wire tension 
velocity at a point within the boundary layer parallel to 
the wu-e surface 
free stream velocity 
weight per unit length of wire 
radial dx3tance measured from centreline of wire 
constants for a given towing systelr (section 4.3) 

local wire incidence 

boundary layer displacement thickness 
kinematic viscosity of the free stream air 
density of the free stream air 
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value at ground level (a, Y) 
value at target (T, a) 
value as 8 + 00 
cross flow component 
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